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Accounting transactions can incorrectly log into an accounting system, or perhaps a transaction should have been split into two different ledger accounts, for example. Either way, when this happens you need to make changes to your original transaction after it is registered, and you can easily do so in
QuickBooks accounting software by making a journal entry. You can perform journal entries in QuickBooks to adjust or correct transactions and publish values that cannot be performed in other ways, such as adjustments to profit or loss. The journal entry process is quite simple, but you can only create a
journal entry for one customer or provider at a time. If you want to fix multiple customer or vendor balances this way, you'll need to publish separate entries. A general journal entry is an accounting transaction entered, or rothed, directly into the main book. The company's general ledger serves as the
primary set of accounts used to record balance sheet and revenue transactions. For example, you may have entered your company's $100 monthly service bill into your company's insurance expense account by mistake. You can post a custom journal entry to reduce, or credit your insurance expense
account at $100 and increase, or charge your service expense account $100 to correct your mistake. After that, all your accounts will be in good order, and you won't need to change the amount the provider owes you because that part of the transaction is properly registered. Your accountant or qualified
account manager may want to make journal entries to complete year-end activities, such as posting tax adjustments on your books, posting depreciation expenses, or reclassifying income and expenses. Your accounting person can provide you with specific information if you want to publish the journal
entries yourself at the end of the year, along with explanations as to why the entries were necessary for your specific situation. You can perform global journal entries in QuickBooks by following these step-by-step instructions: Go to company &gt; Perform global journal entries from the menu at the top of
the screen. Change the Date field, if necessary, in the Make General Journal Entries window. QuickBooks will be the default for the current date so if you want to publish a value for a previous month or year, be sure to change it so that your value is recorded in the corresponding financial period. Enter a
number for your journal entry in the Number value. Field. QuickBooks will automatically number subsequent journal entries sequentially. Enter the ledger account number in the Account column. You can also choose the first account from the Drop-down menu in the Account column. Enter the billing
amount or credit amount for the account you selected in the Billing or Credit columns. Charges and credits must be equal to make the value balance and allow QuickBooks to publish the value. Enter a descriptive memo in the memo column. It will be displayed in reports This journal entry. This step is
optional, but it's a good idea to remember later why the value was done. Repeat steps 4 through 6 until the values completely offset each other and the movement reaches zero balance. The total amount in the Billing column should be equal to the amount in the Credit column, and then the journal entry
will be balanced correctly. Click Save &amp; Close to save the journal entry and close the window, or click Save &amp; New to save the journal entry and open a new window. You can perform most global journal entries in QuickBooks by using these steps, but if you want to make journal entries that
affect a specific customer account owed or vendor accounts into payments, you will need to put the customer or vendor in the first line of the entry. Dear Leif-Yker, you were talking about keeping an amazing work diary and diary, and I'm sold. One question: How do I set up my calendar so I can edit and
update it online on my phone or laptop without the world seeing it? I want a diary, not a blog! A diary or diary of the day's events in the office can provide a valuable record of the things that... Read moreChurch, save it for myselfSer keep it to yourself, you're right - there are mental, creative and emotional
benefits to writing, even if you never let anyone see what you wrote. We talked about how even tucking in a few positive things every day can have a big impact on your life. Still, keeping a work diary or a personal diary isn't exactly something you want someone to stumble upon. You specifically said you
wanted an online diary, so here are some ways you can get the flexibility to write and update when and where you want without worrying about nosy eyes calling it. Today is the first day of the Month of National Novel Writing (NaNoWriMo), where thousands of people... Read moreUse apps designed to
write a private journal Keeping a private journal means writing in a notebook with a lock on it, or keeping it in a locked box. That's no longer the case, and there are plenty of apps and web services that offer privacy and privacy. Penzu started out as a simple, password-protected online diary, but the
service is much more than that now. In addition to the password-protected log that only you can read, you can also share specific posts with people if you want them to see them, or leave everything private and locked. You can search for past entries, add photos, customize the layout and appearance of
your diary, and if you're willing to spend a few dollars ($20/yr) you can get a Penzu Pro account, which offers iPhone, iPad, and Android apps, so you can update on the go, full encryption for your diary, multiple logs and the ability to search them all at once, reminders to write, and much more. Most of all,
everything is locked by default, so you can write whatever you want, whenever you want, wherever you want, without worrying about anyone running into it. G/O Media May Accept Nebula Solar ProjectorDay One is a simple and elegant diaries app for OS X and iOS that encourages you to write every
day. Designed specifically to help you keep a diary, it comes packed with dishes that make it easier to update your diary whenever the mood strikes. From a drop-down list of menu bar that will help you start writing instantly to a full editor for your iPad, the first day will help you get started and stick to the
regular writing. It will cost you a few dollars ($10 for a Mac app, $5 for the universal iPhone/iPad app) but if you use it every day, it's worth it. These are just the tip of the iceberg: there are plenty of services that offer free log apps, but the kicker is whether they're available for your preferred platform or
mobile device. If you can't find everything that works for you, it might be time to take your thoughts to the Internet, but just make sure they're locked up. Start a blog, Just Keep It Private and Locked If you really want the ultimate flexibility, publishing apps, web accessibility, and other editing tools, you
might want to start a blog. That doesn't mean your blog should be viewable to anyone but you, or even public at all. The most popular blogging platforms like WordPress, Livejournal, Squarespace, and even Tumblr allow you to create completely private entries or entire blogs that only you can see. Here's
how to leverage your webapp for free and all apps available for mobile (and there's tons for the big platforms) to update when you're on your PC, phone, tablet or on the way. Alternatively, if you don't want to rely on a free, hosted blogging service, you can always download blogging software like
WordPress, Habari, Joomla, or Drupal and host it yourself, either on your server at home or with a compatible web hosting company. You can then control your content, make it as public or private as it chooses, and access your Calendar anywhere. As long as you keep it locked, you get all the features of
a free blogging platform or expensive log tool, just everything under your control. When you're ready to take your data into your own hands and run your own blog, own your own... Read moreGo Simple with an encrypted text file stored in the cloud If log apps and fancy blogging platforms turn you off, or
you just want something a little easier to get your hands around, there's an easier option: just write your favorite text editor or word processor and save your journal entries on Dropbox.Dropbox is password protected, and there are customers for every operating system and every mobile platform available,
so you never have to be without your diary. If you keep The Journal in file format that you can edit on any device, such as a plain text file or rich text document, you can open it and update it with just about anything, whenever the mood strikes. For ultimate privacy, go one step further and encrypt your log
with TrueCrypt so you're really the only person with access to it. Doing it Existing actions can be performed, as you'll need to decrypt it before you can update or edit it, but it certainly keeps it secure. If recent security and privacy concerns about Dropbox make you think twice about popular use... Read
moreThat's added benefit this method offers you is that you can use great writing tools to update your diary and increase your creativity. For example, OmmWriter is available for Windows, Mac and iPad, and has long been one of your favorite writing tools without distractions. Its flexibility extends to daily
diaries, too, and if it's not specifically designed to be a diary, it gives you a great writing environment designed to help you relax, get your thoughts out and get creative. The app even has custom audio tracks and keystroke sounds to help you focus, and you can save your files as text files in Dropbox.
Whatever app you choose, this method may be the simplest, but it's probably the most flexible. Your computer is packed with distractions: flashing icons in the system tray, reminders ringing,... Read more By the way These methods give you a way to start your diary and start reaping the benefits of regular
writing. You can go all the way with a supported solution, or use the web-hosted platform to get your thoughts out, or you can just start a text editor and start writing. But the important thing is for you to start and make a habit of writing. You don't need all the right tools, or the perfect apps, or air, light and
time and space to start writing - just start writing. Good luck! Sincerely, does Lifehacker have a question or suggestion to ask Lifehacker? Send it to tips+asklh@lifehacker.com.Title by Neyro (Shutterstock) and ecco (Shutterstock). (Shutterstock).
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